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TAYLOR UNIVERSITY 
May the joy of God's 
Christmastide fill the heart 
of every Echo reader. Altho 
scattered over the entire 
world, may our hearts be 
bound together by an intense 
love for Him who two thous­
and years ago was born a 
helpless babe, but who today 
reigns as the Mighty Christ. 
DECEMBER 21, 1920 
Christmas Number 
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THE INTER-CLUB DEBATE. ODDS AND ENDS. Sunday, Dec. 5th, Gospel Team No. 
The inter-club debate of the fall "The entire object of true education lrW?l? Jj° lrS™ ' " ® UF .,aJ 
term of this school year was held on is to make people not merely do the Hartford City. The report is that 
December 4th, in Schreiner Auditor- right things, but enjoy the right Hje. mcetlnf? was, on® °f great success. 
ium. A great deal of interest and thfngs-not Merely industrious, but to This one was the best one that we 
keen club spirit was displayed. The ]ove indusry—not merely learned, but have had so far. No. 2 did not get 
Eureka Debating Club, together with t°0 IOVe kn^wledge-m/mcrely pure, No. ^  £ Alexia and 
their supporters, filled one side of the hut to love purity—not merely justice, f| y" , y ,, 0 
room, while the Eulogonians and their but to hunger and thirst after jus- brought back a fine report as well as 
rooters occupied the other half. The rice." Ruskin. a nlce sum missionary treas-
platform was decorated with the T'he student Council at Simpson ur£ , ^ 10., „ ,. 
pennants of the two clubs The College, Iowa, has adopted the Honor ®"n^fy' Nr, 
Championship Banner was also m Simons Collee-e Texas is went out, No. 1 to Zion, No. 2 to 
nlain view All this tended to raise system, b mo s o eg, c' 0 Jonesboro, and No. 3 to Otterbem. piain view, AH mis lenaea to raise another institution where the same w I, ' OW,:I{N» 
the enthusiasm of each listener to its system has been adopted. In the rha?Tpl1^ Wlth smillnK 
greatest intensity. latter school the vote was 448 to 40. 1T i , .. 
The question debated was: "Resolv- Valparaiso Universitv Indiana has Volunteers, while you are enjoying 
ed, That the present influx of immi- reore.anjzed selected a renresentative a v.acatlon' would be a fine oppor-
grant labor was an asset to our coun- board of trastees elected a new presi- ^j1^? voVHollvChrfstmas™01*' ^•'1 Jhe Eulogoniaris, represented dent and is out for a mj]lion dollars I wish you a jolly Christmas. 
by Fred Wilde and Edmund Cortez, endowment. This marks a new epoch -Reporter. 
debated for the affirmative. W. Bai- • Q -nh™l 
ley and John Mabuce, representing Great interest stin centers in the KEEP GIVING SOMETHING, 
the Eurekas, upheld the negative. All Hebrew University on the Mount of George Matthew Adams) 
the arguments were well prepared and olives. It is planned to make it the The most unhappy people in this 
showed that much time and energy wor]d center for Jewish culture and world are the ones who keep on keep-
had been spent upon them. The affir- education. A collection of books is '"£• Distribution is the law of growth, 
mative discussed the question from bgin„ made from all over the wor]d. A man may have great wealth and 
the standpoint of economics and na- 0ne conecti0n of 40,000 volumes has stl11 be unprosperous. Trade is a co-
tion-building, while the argument of been given. Among the world-fam- operative affair. And it is necessary 
the negative was based upon the eco- ous Jewish scholars who Have joined t°.,the healthy life of a city or nation, 
nomic social, mora1, and rehgious re- the faculty of the university are: Likewise a man would be a failure in 
suits of this influx of labor prof Aibert Einstein, author of the business were he not to trade con-
The decision was rendered m favor new theo of relativity; Prof. Aug- tmually 
"egat ve- As a result, the ust Von ^assermann> discoverer of t And that's the way it is with the 
nf rl P£ the blood test which bears his name, human beart. It grows big and 
np^fnr ^ i and Prof- S. Freud, the psycho-anal- gr®at as it keeps giving away, 
tif l l another term The judges of ygt Everyone is gifted in some way to 
Smith6 and Rev® l^mha^of 0ver ten thousand students in Ohio a substantial degree. And inasmuch 
/-.•j. * ' colleges and universities voted on the a?, there have never been two indi-
The Eurekas surely have cause to ^is- m the November election in ^ 
ball 1series'^"weTras interSub De^en?oHh °Ydt0 ^  ** n° °nC 
Eublogonifn0sWhVaeve 'show themselves ™rsiies of Holland ^ totel abstefnl Keep giving-something! 
to bp true snort^mpn Rpi-p'« to tkp ers* sPite of that several strong £ a"? "°t a believer in the philoc-
Inter lub Dpbntp of tiip winton tpnm anti-alcohol societies are to be found °Phy that they also sreve who only Inter-lub Debate of the winter term. in the different universities. The club sta"d ?nd wait." I believe in the life 
A NFW ITPI Avn at the University of Amsterdam, the enthusiastic whereby one man's soul 
T, , , "Academia" is making itself felt in kaePs stirring the souls of other men 
At this Christmas season Upland, both educational and social activities, through his faith and visions and 
our town, the town that we love, is daily needs. 
different, is better and nobler than You may experience manv unhannv 
it was when we celebrated Christmas STUDENT VOLUNTEER BAND, things each day, but if you never faff 
one year ago. Through a revival ef- As we look back over the term that to keeP giving something of what you 
fort men have been lead to see Jesus, has passed, we have a degree of sat- have to those who have not, you will 
Christ has been born again in the isfaction, in knowing that our band n.ever be wholly unhappy—and be-
hearts of hundreds of our fellow- has really accomplished something in sides you will taste of much sweetness 
townsmen. Today Upland is saying the way of practical missionary work. and life will come with its best an-
that Christ liveth. Unto Upland is This term has marked an epoch in the gels to lead you on. 
born a Savior which is Christ the history of the T. U. Volunteer Band. Be a specialist. There is a person 
Lord. We ascribe the Glory to Him from to whom I have never spoken, though 
• whence cometh our success. 1 am inspired by the smile on his 
A NEW YEAR FORECAST. We are catching the spirit of what face> as 1 Pass him to and fro from 
Friends, we have still a few more ^ "leans to be Volunteers and put- day to day on my way to work. He 
days in which to make this year a tm*]t '"to practice 
year of wondrous success. We can , e mig"t say farther, that this is . "e greatest thing we have to give 
yet make this a memorable year and onlJ .™e beginning of new and renewed Js our influence. If your mind is 
one of which we shall be proud if we activities m this work, and so, next clean and fine, and your heart always 
but will. Let us today revive all the te™, .ye sk?H Iaunch our ship and open, what you will be able to give to 
good resolutions which we made on sai' old seamen. e world will make it a very much 
last New Year's day, and which have ^We expect our Volunteers, when "appier and better place in which to 
been lying upon the shelf throughout ,g0 S^th, *,°. Lave had practical llve. 
most of the year, and make them real that will be invaluable to a ^o keep giving something, to 
in our lives in the few days of 1920 s?rv,IC<^ .1. . someone, somewhere—all the time! 
which remain. Let us not commence ^ jF . t^o-Phnippme Missionary " ~ ~~ 
our annual mourning over the lost op- u 1S iacrGasmg, and before long A CORRECTION, 
portunities and the mistakes of the ^ under the In a former issue of this nublica-
'ast year, but let us redeem this year era<l ^ative°naItoys' misslonanes' sev" t'on ,the statement was made that 
while it is yet day. eral natlv® Pastors. Senator '.Harding had been at onp 
In the last two services of the time governor nf tlZ 
. Band, we have had a fine attendance We herebv wish to cnrJI^ fw 9 /°' 
'Never strike a man when he is as well as good meetings. The topics ment In idlfi u 5!r state-
down; he may get up and lick the tar for discussion were China and In- of the candliat^ fnl Was K"! 
out of y°u- Character. dia. ** 
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MIRACLES 
The first question that will probably 
be asked is "What is a miracle?" Be­
fore we enter into a discussion of any­
thing we should know in general, 
vague, terms what a miracle is from 
our study of history and Scripture, 
but what is it really? How does it 
differ from the ordinary course of 
nature? All nature is a wonder, a 
miracle, in one sense of the word al­
though we have become so accustomed 
to its daily recurrence that it no long­
er holds our reverence. The growing 
of the seed is just as much a wonder 
as the multiplying of the loaves. 
Some say that since this is true we 
have no right to separate off certain 
events and call them miracles while 
we class the rest as merely the result 
of the laws of nature. Others seek 
to answer this question by saying that 
in miracles God is working immediate­
ly while in nature he is working medi­
ately, or through laws. But this gives 
us a wrong conception of the method 
of God's working. God doesn't wind 
up the universe like a clock and then 
leave it to the working of laws which 
he has made. For God there are no 
laws; laws exist only for us. Nature 
and miracles equally are the will of 
God. "Nature is only that which we 
have learned concerning this will in 
that particular region of its activity." 
But if, then, nature and miracles 
are equally wonderful and equally the 
direct will of God, wherein do they 
differ from nature ? To state it in the 
language of one, "A miracle is not a 
greater manifestation of God's power 
than those ordinary and ever-repeat­
ed processes; but it is a different man­
ifestation." Through nature God 
is speaking at all times to all people 
in the same way day after day. But 
a miracle speaks to particular people 
in a particular way to arrest their at­
tention with a particular message. It 
has more of a personal appeal. 
A miracle may be either absolute 
or providential. It is absolute when it 
works by laws not discoverable by 
men, wholly out of the realm of our 
nature. It is providential when it 
works by natural laws, yet at such a 
time and for such a purpose as to 
make it miraculous, although it is not 
a wonder in itself. Such were the 
plagues of Egypt. They are not mir­
acles of God's power but of His fore­
knowledge. 
Yet, while miracles do not work by 
the laws of nature, neither are they 
against them. If they were they would 
be unnatural which is foreign to the 
idea of God's methods of working. In 
a miracle we simply see a lower law 
neutralized or set aside by a higher. 
This goes on continually in the nat­
ural world. Water rises in trees con­
trary to the law of gravitation, but 
we do not say that, therefore, the law 
of gravitation is broken. Miracles 
may be contrary to all laws of nature 
as we know it, but who will dare to 
say that they are contrary to the laws 
of all nature. A comet is not subject 
to the laws of our solar system, but 
is governed by higher laws. If we 
considered each law alone miracles 
would seem to be against it. But we 
must look at all laws as parts of one 
organic whole whose law of laws is 
that the lower shall give way to the 
higher. The future resurrection and 
Judgment we do not consider as vio­
lations of law. 
The next thought that should en­
gage our attention is the purpose of 
a miracle. Light can be thrown upon 
this question by a consideration of the 
names which are given to miracles in 
Scripture. One of these is "wonder." 
This refers to the astonishment which 
the miracle produces upon the people. 
It carries no ethical meaning with it. 
Indeed, it is quite significant that 
this word is never used alone but in 
connection with some other word. An­
other word used is "sign." This, on 
the other hand, has reference to the 
meaning, the purpose of the miracle. 
Miracles are signs or seals set upon 
the person or message attested by it, 
a confirmation of a doctrine. The 
Jews had a right to ask for a sign 
from Jesus to justify His words and 
works. It was right in Pharaoh to 
ask a sign from Moses, therefore God 
gave Moses two signs to confirm his 
words. 
Miracles are again called "powers," 
or "mighty works," meaning that they 
were wrought by the power of God 
and were not merely tricks or jug­
glery or ordinary processes of nature. 
A fourth term applied to miracles is 
"works." St. John frequently uses 
this word. His idea is that this was 
only Christ's natural way of work­
ing. Why should not He who is very 
God, whose name is Wonderful, per­
form these mighty works? The first 
three of these indicate the effect, pur­
pose, and the cause of a miracle. 
If, then, a miracle is a sign, a seal 
set to a person or the doctrines which 
he delivers, are we to accept without 
question every person or every doc­
trine thus attested to? No. For Sa­
tan also works in miracles. When 
Moses performed his miracles before 
Pharaoh, Pharaoh's magicians also 
performed theirs. They were not 
tricks, but real miracles. 
How may we distinguish between a 
miracle from God and one from Sa­
tan ? In the first place the doctrine 
which the miracle is supposed to back 
up must commend itself to us as be­
ing good. Man has the power of re­
cognizing what is good to a limited 
degree. But why the need of a mir­
acle to confirm it if we have the pow­
er of recognizing it as good already? 
It needs to be attested to by a miracle 
so ac to show it as a new message 
direct from God, to show that the 
messenger stands closer to God than 
others, that he has a right to be 
heard concerning other things which 
might not be so easily seen by the 
conscience. But if the doctrine is 
false not all the miracles in the world 
can prove it true. On the other hand 
they prove that the doer of them is in 
league wih Satan, and has a closer 
connection with the evil world than 
most people, that he is being used by 
Satan as a special instrument for 
evil. 
But is there not a danger here for 
the unlearned Christian? Might he 
not reject some truth that does come 
from God or receive some that does 
not? In this matter it does not rest 
upon a man's intellectual condition, 
but on his moral and spiritual condi­
tion. If he is in good spiritual health 
he will not be liable to fall into error. 
On the other hand, he who does fall 
into these errors has prepared him­
self for it by rejecting other truth 
which he knew was true until his spir­
itual perception is dulled. This is 
but the final step in his downfall. 
Not only must the doctrine com­
mend itself to us as being good, but 
the miracle also must show itself as 
being from God. The miracles of Sa­
tan are not real miracles in the high­
est sense of the word. "They are 
abrupt, isolated, parts of no organic 
whole; not the highest harmonies, but 
the deepest discords, of the universe." 
They are not wrought for the same 
purpose. Christ's miracles were 
wrought for a high moral purpose, 
were redemptive acts. Each one was 
a part of that whole pan of redemp­
tion and salvation which he came to 
establish. But Satan's miracles are 
immoral, idle, with no purpose in 
themselves but to create wonder and 
confusion. The miracle must witness 
for itself and the doctrine for itself. 
Only then can they attest each other. 
Another question that might be 
considered in closing is the worth of 
the miracles in proving the reality of 
a revelation. There is a tendency to­
day to let the whole burden of proof 
rest upon them. This is a desire for 
mathematical proof. Rather ought 
we to rest our proof upon internal 
evidence, upon what we know posi­
tively to be true from experience. The 
one who has submitted to Christian­
ity and felt its working in his own 
life and who sees its transforming 
power in others knows with a great­
er surety of the truth of Christianity 
than one who attempts to prove it by 
cold mahematical proof. But that 
doesn't mean that miracles are to have 
no place in the proof. They are to 
have a part, but only a subordinate 
part. 
WILSON TO GET NOBEL AWARD. 
President Wilson recently received 
the Nobel peace prize. The ceremony 
was held as usual in the Norwegian 
Storthing, which awards the prize. 
The Nobel peace prize carries with 
it a grant of about $40,000, which is 
about one-fifth of the annual interest 
on about $9,000,000 left for that pur­
pose by Alfred B. Nobel, the Swedish 
scientist and the inventor of dynamite, 
who died in 1896. The only two 
Americans who have in the past re­
ceived this prize were Theodore 
Roosevelt and Elihu Root. 
Pennsylvania has more higher in­
stitutions of learning than any other 
state in the Union, 67 being located 
in the Keystone state. In order fol­
low Illinois, 59; Niew York, 54; Ohio, 
53; and Missouri, 41. 
"A determined soul will do more 
with a rusty monkey-wrench than a 
loafer will accomplish with a machine 
shop."—Exchange. 
We are glad to announce that the 
result of the national election gives 
the Drys a large majority in both the 
House of Representatives and in the 
Senate. This we feel is a sure proof 
that the people of the United States 
want prohibition. 
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come when he entered the building. 
He was so much bigger, more red-
faced than Wilfred had imagined. 
His whiskers reached almost to the 
hem of his waist-coat and white! 
Never had Wilfred seen an old gentle­
man with such white, soft whiskers. 
This was surely the most enjoyable 
moment of Wilfred's life. When he 
came near this kind old gentleman, 
Wilfred's hand was soon clasped in 
Santa's big warm gloved hand and 
they were strolling through the child­
ren's department. Santa was parti­
cular to show him everything that a 
boy might take even a slight notion 
for. When they came to the counter 
where a magic lantern show was in 
procedure Santa stooped down to take 
Wilfred in his . arms in order that he 
might see the pictures which were 
CHRISTMAS CAROL. CHRISTMAS STORY. 
The earth has grown old with its bur- Every day since Thanksgiving Wil- . 
den of care, fred McDougal had been thinking thrown on a cloth under the covering 
But at Christmas it always is about Christmas and the many won- of a box. As Santa Claus stoop-
young; derful toys that Santa Claus would ed over, without taking care as to his 
The heart of the jewel burns lustrous bring down the chimney into the big whiskers, this part of Santa Claus' at 
and fair, 
And its soul full of music 
forth on the air, 
living room. * ~ tire lodged on the lantern. Almost as 
breaks Today, the day before Christmas, quick as a flash these wonderful 
his anxiety and enthusiasm were at whiskers were gone and Santa was 
When the song of the angels is their height. Mrs. McDouga 1 had thrown into a wild excitement. He 
sung. promised to take him to see Santa grabbed at his face and as he did 
Claus who had stopped at one of the this the fur on his coat began to burn. 
It is coming, Old Earth, it is coming down town stores for a short time be- Horror of all! Santa Claus was 
tonight; fore making his trip over the town taking off his face while a clerk was 
On the snowflakes which cover thy that night. Wilfred had every gift jerking his coat from his shoulder, 
sod that he wished well in mind so that Wilfred's heart had never known such 
The feet of the Christ Child fall gen- he could quickly tell the jolly old man a disappointment as he met with at 
tie and white, just what he want in his stocking and this moment as he looked into the 
And the voice of the Christ Child tells under the tree. face of his own Uncle Joe. Tears be-
out with delight Wilfred was so sure that Santa gan to come and soon he sobbed as 
That mankind are the children of Claus was a real being and that he though there was no hope whatsoever 
God. would bring everything that a boy for him. Wilfred McDougal was only 
might wish for if only he was good, quieted by the promise that this false 
On the sad and the lonely, the thoughtful, and was obedient to his Santa Claus would purchase for him 
wretched and poor, parents' commands especially through the longed-for toys. 
That voice of the Christ Child shall the month of December, 
fall, This was Wilfred's day and his 
And to every blind wanderer opens mother allowed him to stop at every 
the door window if he chose to do so. He saw 
Of a hope that he dared not to dream airoplanes flying about in windows, 
of before, trucks that were going faster than 
-MONT OLIVER. 
MARGRETTA'S FIRST REAL 
CHRISTMAS. 
o ^ St. Mark's Cathedral was one glow 
With a sunshine of welcome for all. any he had ever seen running through °f splendor. The rector was present 
the streets and the engines pulling a with his usual air of dignity. The au-
The feet of the humblest may walk in long line of pullman cars through a dience was hushed with expectancy, 
the field tunnel, and then over mountians and f?r Margretta Thornton had arisen to 
Where the feet of the Holiest have at last pulling into the modern sta- sing, 
trod, tion caused him to almost forget ev- Margretta stood as a statue of van-
This, this is the marvel to mortals re- ery other thing for which he had wish- 'ty> for she well know that she held 
vealed ed. the admiring gaze of every eye pres-
When the silvery trumpets of Christ- Realizing that he and his mother ent. Then her rich contralto arose, 
mas have pealed, would soon arrive at the place where increasing in its fascination until the 
That mankind are the children of Santa Claus was located he began to listeners leaned forward to catch the 
God. name silently the things he wanted faintest notes. A surge of satisfac-
—Phillips Brooks, the most of all. He thought that the tion swept the audience as the last 
railroad outfit would be the most de- strain died away. 
e<oc.av miiDCTi sirable and all other things such as Even the ushers were so charmed 
REbULlo [Dr. ESoAi tUMl Jill- airoplanes, soldier equipment, boys' that they had failed to notice a small 
TJP- 1 , j. carpenter tools, mechano game and barefoot maiden slip noiselessly past 
For this, the Christmas number of even that big wagon he had ben watch- them, glide up the long aisle and stop 
the Echo, we, the staff, arranged tor [ng for would all be secondary to that with her gaze fixed upon Margretta's 
a competition of essays among the train. With each step that he took face. Then with a pleading jesture 
students of the school. After com- he tried to convince himself that the and pitiful wail the little one cried 
paring over forty stories which were big, glistening eyed, red-nosed, jovial out, "Please, Miss, won't yer come and 
handed in tor this purpose, the judg- gan ctalaus would be kind to him sing ter us 'bout Jesus? We never 
es have chosen the following two stor- and bring him all these things if not heard 'bout Him.'' A look of dis-
ies as the best. One was written by more. pleasure swept the audience for lit-
Mr. Mont Oliver and the other by Now they were entering the store tie Mary made a strange contrast to 
Miss Lulu White. where the great event of being intro- the wealth and grandeur about her. 
It is the desire of the Echo to en- duced to Santa Claus was to take Margretta sat as stone, a strange 
courage and do all that it can to em- place. Wilfred's heart fairly leaped palor on her face, and her eyes rivet-
phasize the study of English. To use out of his body. While riding on the ed to the child. Again the plaintive 
good English is an art which we all elevator he began to jump and clap voice rang out, "Please, Miss, won't 
should strive to master. A graduate his hands. It would be only a mom- yer " but this was as far as she 
who uses correct English in speech ent until he would see this wonderful got, for an usher clutched her roughly 
and in writing is the biggest adver- being. Yes, there he was near a big by the arm, dragged her hurriedly to 
tisement which a school can have. chimney down which he had probably a side door, and thrust her forth. 
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Margretta moved as if to speak, but A SIMPLE BILL OF FARE FOR A This is very well. In others, it is 
remained quiet. CHRISTMAS DINNER. dished up with Dignitaries of all 
The rector arose and delivered his All good recipe books give bill of sorts; men and women with position 
usual eloquent address, but Margretta fare for different occasions, bills of of estate for whom the host has spe-
did not hear. She was plainly rest- fare for grand dinners, bills of fare cial likings or uses. This gives a 
less, glancing often from the spot for little dinners; dinners to cost so fine effect to the eye, but cools quick-
where the child had stood to the side much per head; dinners "which can be ly, but is not in the long run satisfy-
door. Once she was noticed to shud- easily prepared with one servant," ing. 
der when she looked toward the large and so on. They give bills of fare In the third class, best of all it is 
window bearing the words, "Inasmuch for one week; bills of fare for each served in simple shapes, but with a 
as ye have done it unto one of the day in the month, to avoid too great great variety of Unfortunate Persons 
least of these, my brethren, ye have monotony in diet. There are bills of —such as lonely people from lodging 
done it unto me." ' fare for hyspeptics; bills of fare for houses, poor people of all grades, wid-
The service ended, and Margretta, consumptives; bills of fare for fat ows and childless in their affliction, 
with her parents, was soon whirling people and bills of fare for thin This is the kind most preferred. In 
across the city in their limousine to people, and bills of fare for hospitals, fact, never abandoned by those who 
their fine, palatial home. On their asylums, and prisons, as well as for have tried it. 
way, the chauffeur related an accident gentlemen's houses. But among them ; ; 
that had befallen him as he entered all, we never saw the one which we For Dessert—Mirth, in glasses, 
the church court. As he passed the give below. It has never been print- Gratitude and Faith beaten togeth-
side door it was hastily opened and a ed in any book; but it has been used er and piled up in snowy shapes, 
little girl was thrust roughly out be- in families. We are not drawing on These will look light if run over night 
fore his car. Before he could stop, our imagination for its items. He in the moulds of Solid Trust and Pa-
the wheels had struck and passed over have sat at such dinners; we have tience. 
her. He quickly placed the child in helped such dinners; we believe in A dish of the bonbons Good Cheer 
the car, took her to the nearest hos- such dinners; they are within every- and" Kindness with everyday mot-
pital and then left her still uncon- body's means. In fact, the most mar- toes; Knots and Reasons, in shapes of 
scious. Margretta was agitated, but velous thing about this bill of fare is Puzzles and Answers, the whole or-
no comment was made except from that the dinner does not cost a cent, namented with Apples of Gold in 
the parents who criticized the usher. Ho! all ye that are hungry and thirsty Pictures of Silver, of the kind men-
Margretta could eat none of the and would like so cheap a Christmas tioned in the Book of Proverbs, 
sumptuous Christmas dinner, so soon dinner, listen to this: This is a short and simple bill of 
arose, called the chauffeur and re- Bill of Fare for Christmas Dinner, fare. There is not a costly thing in 
quested him to drive to the hospital First Course—Gladness. it; not a thing which cannot be pro-
where he had taken the child. She This must be served hot. No two cured without difficulty, 
was bending over the little one, just housekeepers make it alike; no fixed If meat be desired, it can be added, 
as she opened her eyes in the first rule can be given for it. It depends, That is another excellence about our 
sense of consciousness. Now Mary like so many of the best things, chief- bill of fare. It has nothing in it 
gazed into the face of Margretta for ly on memory; but, strangely enough, which makes it incongruous with the 
an instant then with a smile of min- it depends quite as much upon proper richest or the plainest tables. It is 
gled pain and pleasure, she said, "I forgetting as well as upon proper re- not over-crowded by the addition of 
knowed you'd come, but please, Miss, membering. Worries must be for- goose and plum-pudding; it is not 
won't yer go and sing to my Ma and gotten. Troubles must be forgotten, harmed by the addition of herring and 
Billy 'bout Jesus? I know they never Yes, even sorrow itself must be de- potatoes. Nay, it can give flavor and 
heard." nied and shut out. Perhaps this is richness to broken bits of stale 
In a short time Margretta was not quite possible. Ah! we all have bread served on the doorstep and eat-
again seated in her car, but this time seen Christmas days on which sor- en by beggars. 
with Mary lying in her lap. row would not leave our hearts or our We might say much more about this 
Lawyer's Thornton's limousine was homes. But even sorrow can be com- bill of fare. We might, perhaps, con-
passing for the first time into the pelled to look away from its sorrow- fess that it has an element of the su-
poverty-stricken district of the city, ing for a festival hour which is so pernatural; that its origin is lost in 
A large crowd soon collected where solemnly joyous as Christ's birthday, obscurity; that, although, as we said, 
this "beautiful lady" carried their fav- Memory can be filled full of other it has never been printed before, it 
orite Mary out of that "swell car." things to be remembered. No soul is has been known to all ages; that the 
When the child had been placed up- entirely destitute of blessings, ab- martyrs feasted upon it; that gener-
on the hard, rude couch in the corner solutely without comfort. Perhaps we ations of the poor, called blessed by 
of theif one room, and explanations have but one. Very well; we can Christ, have laid banuets by it; that 
were over, she said, "Now, Miss, think steadily of that one, if we try. exiles and prisoners have lived upon 
please sing to 'em 'bout Jesus." For But the probability is that we have it; and that the despised, forsaken and 
the first time in her life Margretta more than we can count. No man has rejected in all countries have tasted 
wished she had been attired more yet numbered the blessings, the mer- it. It is also true that when any great 
plainly, for she now made the strange cies, the joys of God. We are all king ate well and throve on his din-
contrast. However, as she sang to richer than we think; and if we once ner, it was by the same magic food, 
those eager listeners, she became as set ourselves to reckoning up the The young and the free and the glad, 
unconscious of self as was Mary, for things for which we are glad, we and all rich men in costly houses, 
she was now singing to hungry hearts shall be astonished at their number, even they have not been well fed 
and also telling her Lord that she Gladness, then, is the first item, the without it. 
would answer His call and sing to first course on our bill of fare for a And though we have called it a 
Mary's people. Christmas dinner. bill of fare for a Christmas dinner, 
Years later, after she had given the Entrees—Love garnished with that is only that men's eyes may be 
best of her life in this district, she smiles. Gentleness, with sweet wine caught by its name, and that they, 
often thought of this Christmas, and sauce of Laughter. thinking that it is a specialy for fes-
how she had first learned the true Gracious speech, cooked with any tival, may learn and understand its 
meaning of her Christmas song, fine savory herbs, such as Drollery, secret, and henceforth, laying all their 
"Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men." which is always in season, or Pleas- dinners according to its magic order, 
—LULA E. WHITE, ant Reminiscences, which no one need may ''eat unto the Lord." 
be without, as it keeps for years, seal- / —Selected. 
One touch of nature makes the whole ed or unsealed. —— - -
world kin. Second Course—Hospitality. The Mercy! the school room was rather 
One touch of gossip makes the whole precise form of this also depends on chilly and the school teacher from 
world chin. individual preferences. We are not Boston sent this written complaint to 
One touch'of Adam makes the whole undertaking here to give exact re- the principal: '"There is hardly cal-
world sin. cipes, only a bill of fare. one enough in this room to altitudin-
One touch of humour makes the whole In some houses hospitality is ize the mercury above the freezing 
world grin. brought on surrounded with Relatives, quotation. 
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MARRIAGE AS A CARREER A doctor was asked. "How about regarding: marriage. ,^at greater 
.  t h p  V n m i n p s s  w o m H n  v e r s u s  w i f e -  s & t i s f c i c t i o n  c & n  b e  snticipatGd tna,n 
The present age is full of oportun- hood7» He replied: "Pretty good if the establishment of a home—the 
ities for woman,—the Woman s Day, ™°d" t h ®h P before they're too foundation of society, tne hope of the 
at has been called. It appears that y//^ Too much succeL means church, and the bulwark of the na-
woman has been emancipated in the ^ces hology for an amen- tion? In it a woman has opportunity 
last few years. In all religious activ- tne wifegand also nerves that don't for self-development such as she 
ities she has long had part and m the ^/motherhood any too well. But could never have in the business 
last half century she has led in social scoutsf these business world. Here she may bring to pass 
reforms, but now; she has accomplish- if th have nerves. I her youthful dreams. Here her grace 
ed her great desire to exercise politi- - J „ j t and tharm may have their fullest 
cal rights. Women are now discover- P e a y g y £ Here she may establish her 
ed in Congress, legislature and law / youymean by an amenab'le wife, kingdom in one true heart. She may 
courts. doctor?" "I mean a good deal," he select the friends who shall be ad-
It is surprising that factory work replied, after several moments of mitted to the inner circle of her in-
~~~* ' " TT 1 ay be a beacon 
virtue in its 
_  .  _  a  r  „  , , y  h o m e  s o l v e s  
tions. A young woman of this type bbe general discipline of marriage, many a social problem. Divorce, the 
who had taught school successfully Hie learning to give up personal de- nation'scurse, would be unknown if 
but now holds a position of great re- sires, to yield to the opinion and de- women loved their homes and recog-
sponsibility in a gun factory said, "I cisi0n of another at least half, us- nized marriage as an institution pri-
feel that I have more liberty here, uaj]y more than half the time. A marily for home building. When the 
more chance for growth and initiative woman who has conducted a business, woman accepts marriage with the 
than when teaching school. This or who has had authority and respon- right psychology, and is willing to 
work is more real. sibility in some one else's business, center her interests and activities 
The successful competition with finds it quite as hard to be amenable there, and there practice her arts and 
men in the industrial world has given in marriage as does a man. Now the allurements, she will not need to 
women a taste of financial in depen- man has got to keep on in his pro- worry about the vampires of society 
dence which may be cause for careful fession. The women must give up, since she will hold the husband in the 
study on the part of thoughtful peo- must be the unselfish, the self-sacri- hollow of her hand, 
pie. We may well ask: Will their ficing member. That's merely good jn choosing marriage the right 
economic independence complicate tne biology. It makes for the unity of the minded WOman also chooses mother-
problems of marriage and of mother- home, consequently for the protection hood—the fullfillment of her destiny. 
llood? °f th® children. Now when a woman This is a career in itself, which yields 
There has alawys ben a tendency on £as "een in business so long that she joys that are sacred, satisfaction that 
the part of the self-supporting women has become as masterful and as opin- js endless. It demands untold sacri-
to defer, if not to avoid marriage, !°nated a® the average business man, fice and unbounded courage; all of a 
possibly because it curtails their liber- ^"ere / very ?ICtens, ° P1/ , woman's mind and heart, love and 
ty as well as the# income. If this J^hen -he has worked so hard with her life; but j think we need not discuss 
tendency increases in proportion to hrain that her nerves are gone, she s the question of its navments since 
the increased success of independent the average6 the women^th^tb"^ fine" they are ""questionable, immeasure-young women in the last four years, tne average, the women with the fine, ab]e and eternal. 
what will be the result to the Amer- hard-working mind is a much poorer ^nd now let us ask- Will God bp 
ican home and the American nation? Physical specimen than the average p]eased j seiect marriage as a ca 
Granting that she has gained some w,th the simple, untrained reer? gince God Himself decreed it, 
independence, some recognition, some ' . and Jesus, our Lord, honored it, 
mental poise, what has she lost? shall we be frank enough to dis- there can be no argument against it. 
There is a rare zest in measuring cuss marriage as a career? Will a It is, however, a sin for young people 
wits with the opposite sex. The asso- Publlc career pay if it prevents or who cannot bring to this state sound 
ciations of the business world awaken compromises a woman s chances of minds, sound bodies and sound' psy-
keenness of intellect and observation. marrl"ge • A girl chooses her ca- chology. To accept marriage im-
But whether in the world of business, reer ,?y determining certain personal pulsively is weakness To accent it 
of politics or of reform there is an- questions: Is she adapted to it? Is "reverently, discreetly and in tha 
other side to the question of woman's ^ "ecessary preparation available? fear of God" is well-pleasing to Him 
development in public affairs. She ^Ll/'Se fsks-Wfi/ a"d affords womTn her con^umma™ 
may have a clarified vision respecting ~ uevout, sne asks. Will it please opportunity. 
the superiority of the opposite sex, her ask these questions re- MAT?V r WR4Y 
but does she not pay for this change sPecting marriage as a career. Is 
of sentiment the heavy price of dis- ® „ a,?£f physically and men- . 
illusionment and lost romantic ^: ,e cannot make a success of 
dreams? marriage if she is not in good phys- A CHRISTMAS BLESSING. 
Miss Josephine Strieker, the able C/J,/"' needs health, May Christmas be with thee all the 
secretary of the late Colonel Roose- nllp ' j ,,H_,l„'1.er^y' a ff°"d physi- year round! May its music sing on 
velt, a young woman herself, makes must'he ™s„„„t'Ve Personality. She m thy soul! May its flowers bloom 
the following admissions: "For the ^crificino anT/?' TW' Tsel,f- °nJn thy mind! woman who has been handling thous- ;no. self-controlled. Lack- May the Christmas bells hush all 
ands of dollars of business a day, or Wn„iri he characteristics the our discords, impart unto us the 
holding great audiences by her gen- Wijf tb nppj®jS e. spirit of self-forgetfulness, and may 
ius, wiping the baby's nose and count- .. preparation be we find a holy delight in other peo-
ing the linen for laundry are, to put avallable • This question may be an- ple ,s triumphs. Grant that the sa-
it without exaggeration, not enthrall- awered affirmatively, given the fun- ®fed "ffht of Christmastide shine 
ing." But she adds: "Business does /"JU1 , requirements of sound "roughout the year. Amen, 
harden us. Business does take from health and a willing mind, for all the —Jowett. 
us our old dreams of the mental su- loregomg characteristics are within 
periority of the male sex. Business the reach of every girl. She has only 0n Dec. 5, Frank Lee, of Kalama-
does show us men in the average as to train for them. ?°,°. Mich., received the following 
predatory and selfish, and if we com- w;,i it • ,, .. . . telegram: "Veni viri; c;Z„»» 
pete with them, we women become , y satisfaction? In other After the Dean's rb'nnol toiv he 
predatory and selfish ourselves." words> Wl11 lt P»y? This Is often the '"g faithful in small things Weslev 
Thoughtful men have doubts about Param°unt question respecting any PuS}l was heard to remark ' "If you 
the desirability of business women course of action, and may well claim are faithful in small things' you will 
for wives. attention on the part of earnest youth Senate^ bg elected to the student 
m 
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AN INTERPRETATION. 
There have been many momentous 
events in the history of the world 
events which have turned the tide of 
fortune in an entirely new channel. 
They stand out as land marks and are 
looked upon as the point where an 
epoch ends and a new epoch is ushered 
in. They are the international date 
lines of history. Such were the great 
decisive battles of the world, the dis­
covery of America; and in the history 
of religion, the rise of Mohammet and 
the other prophets. These events are 
interpreted in the light of the great­
ness and direction of the change which 
they occasion. But all these crises 
which are usually looked upon as of 
greatest importance affect after all 
only a part of the world, in other 
words, are more or less local. An ex­
ception might be made in the case of 
the recent world war. But there is 
one event which has and will affect 
the world more than all others put 
together; which is in no way a local 
affair but is related to every human 
heing, not only in the past but pres­
ent and future. And not only affects 
them for a few years but for eternity. 
It is so great an event that all his­
tory both before and after is dated 
from it. I speak of the Birth of 
Christ. 
And how is this event spoken of by 
the historians? If we go to secular 
history we find just a bare mention of 
the event in as few words as possible. 
But let us look at the Bible historians, 
especially Luke. There is a simplic­
ity, a directness, without embellish­
ment in his narrative. The facts are 
set forth without apology or ostenta­
tion. But all thru we see that they 
regarded it as a momentous event, 
that they hinged all history on it. 
The Old Testament prophets and sages 
all had their eyes on it and spoke of it 
in the highest strain. It was to them 
the mountain peak of history. 
In contrast the Jews of that time 
showed little interest in this fulfill­
ment of all prophecy. It caused no 
stir in the city. The people went on 
the same as if nothing had happened; 
in fact they knew not that anything 
had occured at all. But there were 
some v/ho were interested, mightlily 
interested. When Christ was born an 
angel from heaven announced the 
glad news to some humble shepherds 
who were about their business watch­
ing their flocks. But more than that 
when he had finished a whole host of 
the angelic choir of heaven burst forth 
and sang the praises of God for what 
had happened. It was as if they were 
just behind the clouds waiting impat­
iently to shout the glad tidings which 
had stirred all heaven. The angels at 
least were interested. 
But how should we today view this 
great event. Let us for the sake of 
perspective imagine ourselves in heav­
en looking down on the earth much as 
we look up at the moon today. Some­
times things that look out of propor­
tion and muddled when close by as­
sume their just proportion when view­
ed from afar. From our heavenly 
position we would see the earth and all 
its people as a very little thing. The 
people would be such finite beings 
and thousands of years of history on 
this speck of dust would be compre­
hended in one moment. Then let us 
look up at God and his abode. The 
comparison would be ridiculous in the 
extereme if it were not so serious. 
Then think of how great the love of 
God must have been who gave the 
greatest thing heaven contained just 
to redeem the insignificant creatures 
on that speck of star dust. 
And now let us take another look. 
What do we see ? Those little people 
are having a celebration in honor of 
this great event. But how they have 
perverted its meaning. Instead of 
continuing the refrain of the angels, 
"Glory to God in the Highest," they 
bring in a substitute for Christ in the 
garb of Santa Claus and have feast­
ing and drinking, giving and receiv­
ing of presents among the rich while 
the poor are neglected, and a hilarious 
time in general. The primal cause of 
this holiday, Christ, is hardly men­
tioned. The event which they are 
celebrating is forgotten in the rush 
for earthly joys and earthly peace. 
They have turned the angels chorus 
wrong end about and try to have peace 
and joy without giving glory to God. 
Let us at this time turn back to the 
first Christmas and remember that we 
would have no holiday at all if it had 
not been that Christ came to this 
earth and let us celebrate by honor­
ing Him above all else. As Christ 
was the expression of God's highest 
love, so our rememberance of this 
day should be our highest expression 
of love to the lowliest of earth. 
LOCALS. 
The Senators of the Student Sen­
ate were excused from examinations 
upon a term grade of 85 per cent. 
They seem happy under this regime. 
During the past week Miss Otto, 
of Florida, visited Mr. Kenneth Day. 
He says that it saves stationery. They 
left for the East Tuesday after ex­
aminations. 
The Junior Academy class had a 
dinner party in the dining hall Sat­
urday evening, Dec. 10. 
Mr. Walter Fleagle now has a 
charge north of Upland. At present 
fie is holding revival meetings. 
Jack Rose is holding revival meet­
ings at his church. Jack's father is 
doing the preaching. 
Mr. A. C. Zepp has been holding a 
revival at Marion. Wonderful suc­
cess has been reported. 
Miss Mary Alice Seelig arrived at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Floyd 
beelig Sunday morning, Dec. 11. 
Miss Alice McClelland is visiting in 
Illinois over the holidays. 
, P„r°f7 Shaw is expected home, to 
be at home over Christmas. 
Leslie Brooks and family will pay 
Taylor a visit soon. 
r,f Tii?Se-Wt0S,e homes are in the state 
hill in°M j a dinner in the dining hall on Monday evening, Dec. 6. 
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THE OLD FASHIONED GIRL. 
The Old Fashioned Girl is the girl for 
me, 
She of the apron and blouse, 
The one that is handy with biscuits 
and pies 
The sweeping and dusting a house. 
Her face assures you the moment 
you mieet, 
There's goodness heart-deep in 
her life; 
And when you have settled on build­
ing a home 
You had better choose her for your 
wife. 
They're raising "Jazz babies" by 
thousands these days— 
Those dames with a musical twist, 
Whose faces, blank white, lead a per­
son to think 
They've used all of Pillsbury's 
grist. 
A rented hank of hair in hunks 
Is molded down over each ear 
While bottles of roughe flank the des­
erts of white 
And two yards of scrim is their 
gear. 
The making of Home is out of their 
line, 
They're trained to giggle and jerk. 
And women, to them, were brought 
here to loaf 
Nbr ever get soiled with the work. 
They'll kiss a French poodle, but nev­
er coo 
To a darling cradled in white, 
For Home is beyond them, work is a 
bore— 
They love only dazzle and flight. 
I'm wanting no woman who's clear 
out of style 
Nor a slave to the gind of days, 
But I do like a girl of judgment and 
grace, 
Of sensible, home-loving ways. 
She helps you when things are run­
down at the heel, 
Makes Home a place you will pride. 
And if you have settled on building a 
nest, 
Choose the Old Fashioned Girl for 
your bride. 
—B. R. Pogue. 
EULOGONIANS ELECT OFFICERS 
FOR WINTER TERM. 
On Wednesday, Dec. 8th, the Eulo-
gonian Debating Club met in special 
session for the purpose of electing the 
officers for the winter term. The elec­
tion was as follows: 
Edmund Cortez, President. 
Fred Wilde, Vice President. 
Chase Ullom, Secrteary. 
Robert Shaw, Asst. Secretary. 
Walter Fleagle, Censor, 
Martin Davis, Asst. Censor. 
Geo. Fenstermacher, Critic. 
Orville French, Chaplain. 
John Plants, Sergeant at Arms. 
With these officers, and with the 
co-operation of all Eulogonians, there 
is no reason why we cannot make the 
winter term one which will be a term 
long remembered and well spent in 
the realm of debating and parliamen­
tary drill. By taking an active part in 
the meetings of the debating clubs, 
we learn how to take the lead in the 
life that we will be called to take up. 
i 
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the great apostle in a final gracious 
stage of thought reveals that these 
very things are rungs in his ladder— 
which rest at the top on inseparable 
love. Grace superabounding and 
reigning! Marvelous! Why not go 
on sinning that it may abound the 
more? Absurd! We died to sin, and 
seven times in quick succession are 
rung in the changes on being dead 
to sin. We live unto God. And thir­
teen times in quick succession are 
rung in the changes on living unto 
God. With vehemence therefore comes 
the exhortation to yield yourselves 
wholly to God's service. You are not 
under the law, but grace. May we 
not sin then? God forbid. Why, 
don't you know that in the very na­
ture of the case we serve and obey the 
one under whom we are, that is, 
grace? You mistake the very genus 
of grace. Grace is divine love en­
ergetic in behalf of undeserving crea­
tures—a live that just vanquished sin, 
provided deliverance, and is diffused 
in the heart. We obey from the 
heart. We serve in newness of the 
spirit not in oldness of the letter. But 
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INSEPARABLE LOVE. 
(Francis Phillips) 
God is not a sissy, neither does He 
effeminate those whom He loves. His 
love excels all other loves. It is in­
finitely wise, all powerful, and in­
separable from its object. This is 
the conception which Paul reaches in 
his letter to the saints at Rome. In­
tent upon revealing to those far away 
people the righteousness of God al­
ready revealed to the world, he is 
borne along and upward—through 
four long stages of thought he is 
borne aloft—until he is finally lost 
in inseparable love. 
In an introductory stage the great 
apostle opens his letter and introduc­
es his subject. He has in mind a won­
derful gospel wherein is revealed a 
righteousness of God from faith unto 
faith, so that it is the veritable power 
of God unto salvation to every one 
that believeth. 
Revealed! A righteousness of God! 
What words to grip the attention! So 
now in a manifestative stage there is 
disclosed the hopelessness of legal 
righteousness and the revelation of 
gracious justification. All men, both 
Gentile and Jew, are under divine 
wrath, under sin, under law. Indeed, 
this is the law that reveals the sin 
that provokes the wrath of God from 
heaven. It stops every mouth and 
brings all under divine judgment. 
None have perfectly kept the law, so 
that by the works of the law shall no 
flesh be justified in His sight, for the 
law brings only unjustifying knowl­
edge. Man is hopeless. But no! For 
now apart from the law a righteous­
ness of God hath been manifested. It 
was witnessed to of old. It is by 
faith in Jesus Christ unto all them 
that believe. God justifies freely by 
His grace through the redemption 
that is in Christ Jesus. 
Evidence, of this is conclusive. So 
now in a confirmative stage there is 
unveiled the experience of Abraham, 
of believers, and of mankind. Even 
before the giving of any law, Abra­
ham believed God, and that belief was 
reckoned unto him for righteousness, 
and his experience portends our privi­
lege, a privilege already realized, for 
by faith through Jesus Christ we have 
come into this grace of justification. 
We have peace with God. We thrice 
rejoice. We rejoice in hope of future 
glory. We rejoice in present tribula­
tions. Why, tribulation is only a step 
towards buoyant hope, for if while 
we were yet weak and ungodly and 
counted as sinners and enemies, Love 
took the initiative and was strong 
even unto death for us, much more 
being now reconciled and justified by 
His blood shall we be saved, for the 
surpassing love of God is shed abroad 
in our hearts through God's gift of 
the Holy Spirit. We rejoice in God 
through our Lord Jesus Christ, 
through whom we have now received 
the reconciliation. Indeed, all man­
kind may well exult. True, sin came 
through Adam's transgression, 
abounded universally, and brought 
condemnation and the reign of death; 
but where sin abounded, grace did 
abound more exceedingly. It van­
quished death and now reigns su­
preme unto eternal life. 
Turning now to what some might 
think were weaknesses in His gospel, 
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if all this is apart from law, is not 
the law sin? God forbid. It is the 
law that brings us to Christ. It says 
do and do not. The inward man con-
farms. But dormant sin awakes, 
rises rebelliously, and overcomes; 
while the consciousness of the wrath 
of God and of the inward man at dis­
obedience grows until finally, re­
duced to despairing wretchedness, we 
cry for deliverance, see Christ as 
Savior, and thank God. Free from con­
demnation, free from the law of sin 
and death through the law of the 
Spirit of life, we walk after the Spir­
it. Grace fulfills the law's require­
ment in us. Christ dwells within, 
and we live in the Spirit of the Spir­
it within, who quickens and witnesses 
to our adoption. Grace fills us with 
hope. Suffering with Him, we shall 
be glorified with Him. Grace will re­
veal excellent glory to us at the reve­
lation of the sons of God. The lower 
creation shall be delivered from its 
servitude and corruption. We will 
experience the redemption of our 
body. Grace blesses our tribulation. 
The Spirit helps our infirmity and 
intercedes unerringly for us. All 
things work for our good. God is for 
us. He spared not even His own Son, 
and with Him freely gives us all 
things. Grace, divine love manifest­
ing itself superaboundingly in our 
behalf, overcomes everything—law, 
sin, death, condemnation, infirmity, 
tribulation, anguish, persecution, ev­
erything, and makes us more than 
conquerors. God's love is inseparable 
from us. For I am persuaded, that 
neither death nor life, nor angels, nor 
principalities, nor things present, nor 
things to come, nor powers, nor 
height, nor any other creature shall 
be able to separate us from the love 
of God, which is in Christ Jesus our 
Lord. 
May it be that this, His Christmas 
gift to man, may find grateful ac­
knowledgement in our life being in­
separable from Him. 
Pugh—"I didn't hear the bell until 
11:30, and then I was late." 
Miss Miles—"How did you hear the 
bell at 11:30. There is no bell then." 
Pugh—"I heard it in my mind's 
ear." 
Geo. Wohlschlagel—"I like cider." 
Burke White—"Do you mean that 
you like to drink cider, or be cider 
(beside her) ?" 
Jones, several minutes later, breaks 
out in a fit of laughter. "Oh, I see it 
now." 
Helen—"What's the price of a good 
cornet, George?" 
George Fenstermacher—"Oh, about 
one hundred dollars." 
Helen—"Well, George, don't you 
think that's a good bit to blow in ?" 
Johnny—"Do you love rats?" 
Prof. Westlake, to student—"Do 
you study music?" 
Bright Student—"No, I take vocal." 
Rose Bud—"When did you leave the 
bar?" 
Mr. Hutsinpiller, innocently—"I 
never drank." 
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City Barber Shop 
AGENCY BROWN LAUNDRY 
UPLAND, IND. 




Above Mrs. Holmes' Grocery 
Visiting Cards and 
Printed Stationery 
MAKE FINE CHRISTMAS 
PRESENTS 
Full Line of Christmas Cards, 
Folders, Tags, Seals, Etc. 
Yeater Printing Co, 
Upland, Ind. 
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The Holmes Grocery 
EATS 
GROCERIES AND NOTIONS 
A fine line of Fresh Candies. 
Mrs, Mary Holmes, Prop. 
University Add. Phone 334 
Upland State Bank 
Upland, Ind. 
Capital $25,000.00 
Surplus and Profit, 
$8,000.00 
H. T. CONNELLY, President 
E. L. BRAGG, Cashier 
Xmas Presents 
FOR FATHER, BROTHER, AND 
BEAU 
SUITS AND OVERCOATS 
HATS AND CAPS 
SHOES AND SLIPPERS 
SILK MUFFLERS, TIES AND SOCKS 
In New, Nobby and Nifty Styles. 
The Golden Eagle 
Upland Gas City 
O. C. BOWEN&CO. 
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS 
GROCERIES, 
GENTS' FURNISHINGS 
Upland - Indiana 
ECONOMY STORE 
SHOES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
HOSIERY, NOTIONS & RUBBERS 
Upland Jonesboro 
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CHRISTMAS AT RUST COLLEGE. 
For the last five years my father 
has been president of Rust College, 
which is situated at Holly Springs, 
Mississippi. It is one of the negro 
colleges supported by the. Freedman's 
Aid Society of the Methodist Episco­
pal church. 
Although in that part of Mississip­
pi there is usually no snow at Christ­
mas, the people have a good time. 
Last year the Christmas vacation at 
Rust College lasted only two days, 
and the students had to make the best 
of it. On Christmas Eve the students 
who had gifts for other students left 
them in the dining hall where they 
were put on the tree. 
Early the next morning the College 
Quartette went around the campus 
singing carols. At 7:30 the students 
went to breakfast in the dining hall. 
In the middle of the room stood a tall 
tree, illuminted by electric lights and 
having a large shining star at the 
top. The tree was heavily loaded 
with small packages and the sur­
rounding floor was piled high with 
large ones. When breakfast was over, 
all the lights were put out except the 
one in the star at the top of the 
tree, and the sudens sang Chrismas 
songs. After the singing some of the 
older boys distributed the packages. 
At eleven o'clock the students went 
to chapel where a fitting service was 
held. Next came the best of all the 
year, a Christmas dinner, from which 
none were absent except those who 
had been invited to private homes. In 
afternoon, as the students could do 
anything they pleased, some played 
games on the campus, while others 
went to their rooms and read. Sup­
plies of food were distributed among 
the poor families in town by some of 
the Sunday school classes. They 
found real Christmas joy in doing for 
" others. 
That evening after supper, an en­
tertainment was given to which all 
were invited. After a short Christ­
mas program, one of the professors 
who owned a stereopticon, gave an il­
lustrated lecture of Christ's early 
life. Later on he flashed some hymns 
on the screen which were sung by the 




The need for Christian work in Af­
rica is staggering in its proportions. 
The population of the continent is 
given as one hundred and thirty mil­
lion. In central Africa evangelical 
missions reached less than six million 
blacks while at least twenty-six mil­
lions have no missions among them or 
near them. 
In South Africa the stations are 
more numerous, but taking the two 
areas together there is only one or­
dained missionary to every thirty-five 
thousand people. There are five hun­
dred twenty-three native languages, 
and three hundred and twenty differ­
ent dialects; but the Bible has been 
translated into a hundred different 
tongues. 
The most war-like of all the black 
tribes are the Bulus. They are taller 
and stockier than other natives. They 
rank higher in intelligence and in re-
WOMEN'S WEAR 
THE QUEEN CITY 
OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK 
MARION, IND. 
Phone 58 
Have Your Eyes Examined 
FARIS & FARIS 
Optometrists 
C. C. Faris Emit Faris 




The Christmas Gift 
with the personal 
touch— 
your photograph. 
There's a Photographer in Your Town. 
BEITLER 
Dexheimer Studio 
THIRD AND ADAMS Phone 686 MARION, INDIANA 
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ligious concepts. Their heathen code 
includes belief in a Great One, al­
though many of them say, "He creat­
ed us and then forgot us." There are 
over three hundred thousand Chris­
tian Zulus. , . , , 
New Africa is best represented by 
the school boy. Even the real men, as 
the older dignitaries of the tribe are 
called, respect the learning of the 
school boy. His knowledge of the new 
language, the new customs, the new 
trades, gives his words great weight. 
So it is of utmose importance that his 
training include also a knowledge of 
the new faith. Back in the Graul he 
becomes a teacher, and sometimes 
whole villages have been lead to 
Christ by the talk of a young boy. In 
Central Africa only from one to two 
per cent of the native children at­
tend school. The literacy rate is one 
per cent for men and less for women. 
While in the United States there 
are five hundred ninety-four people to 
a parish, there are eighty-two thous­
and, one hundred and fifty-two people 
to each Protestant missionary. 
Taking the continent as a whole, 
there are at least fifty million people 
who are not only entirely outside the 
reach but even of the plans of the 
missionary society now at work on 
the continent, with the exception of 
Abyssinia, Liberia and Sierra Leona. 
practically the whole of Northern Af­
rica is under the sway of Mohamme­
danism. 
CHRONICLE. 
Thursday, Dec. 2—Another wonder­
ful fall day. Student Senate conduct 
interesting chapel service. 
Friday, Dec. 3—Student night at 
downtown revival. 
Saturday, Dec. 4—Triumph for the 
Eurekans in the inter-club debate. Sel­
dom do we witness such pep and en­
thusiasm. 
Sunday, Dec. 5—Special mass meet­
ings for men, women and children, 
followed by the evening service at 
the Methodist church in Upland. 
Monday, Dec. 6—The Illinois stu­
dents have a dinner in the Home 
Room." Say, the rest of us weren't 
born under an unlucky star. 
Tuesday, Dec. 7—How's this for a 
spring day. We predict tennis for 
next week. 
—Wednesday, Dec. 8-—The age in 
which bread pudding becomes a treat. 
Alas, bread pudding for lunch. 
Thursday, Dec. 9—Cramming for 
examinations. Great life! 
Friday, Dec. 10—The campus has 
a good rest, because Fenstermacher 
is in bed all day. College night at 
church. 
Saturday, Dec. 11—All Christmas 
shopping is over now. 
Sunday, Dec. 12—A number went 
out to take pictures today. Also mass 
meetings in town. 
Monday, Dec. 13—Exams! Exams! 
Exams! 
Tuesday, Dec. 14—The same as yes­
terday. 
Wednesday, Dec. 15—Most of the 
students have left for home. Good­
bye! Merry Christmas Happy New 
Year! 
Your Holiday Shopping 
GIFT bying for men here will he a pleasure. Intelligent pains­
taking service-reliable merchandise. 
Ample assortment and priced in 
keeping with the present market. 
Our name on your gift-box will 
identify you. 
r\ 
PRICE CLOTHING CO. 
MARION, INDIANA 
Harry F. Gravelle 
DENTIST 





FACIAL AND SCALP TREAT­
MENT — MANICURING 
513 Marion National Bank Bldg. 
Phone 54 - - MARION, IND. 












House of Butler 
Marion, Ind. 
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent. 
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LOCALS 
Zylpha Hurlbut is living with her 
sister in Imperial, Saskatchewan, 
Canada. She is slowly improving in 
health. 
Raymond Elliott is traveling for 
the Eugeln X-ray Co., which has its 
headquarters in Cleveland, Ohio. 
Harold Young is now district man­
ager of the Southern-Western Life 
Insurance company. He is located at 
Muncie, Ind. 
The news comes from East Liver­
pool of the approaching marriage of 
Miss Sylvia Davis and Carl Puter-
baugh, both former students of Tay­
lor. Mr. Puterbaugh is in business in 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Mrs. Wm. A. Ihdo, formerly Miss 
Irene McCague, professor of English 
in Taylor 1915, and husband, are 
now attending Drew Seminary after 
having finished a very successful year 
in the ministry at Hettinger, N. D. 
Ethel Kaisley is teaching music in 
her own studio at East Liverpool, 0. 
Albert Walters is president of the 
Cincinnati Business College, and is 
rapidly pushing to the front in his 
line. 
Owen B. Brubaker, '16, of Philadel­
phia, was recently elected as general 
manager of the Firestone Tire Co., 
for the state of Pennsylvania. 
F. Purcill Parker has accepted a 
position as traveling representative 
for the Tennessee Oil Corporation. 
J. D. Henry Druschel, '16, -other 
wise known as "Doc", is now located 
at Memphis, Tenn. Since leaving the 
army Mr. Druschel has been in the 
oil business in Texas, Louisiana, and 
Kentucky, where he has been very 
successful in his ventures. At pres­
ent he is head of the Tennessee Oil 
Corporation, a large company doing 
business in the Southwest. Financial­
ly he is making good. 
They're all teaching school: Mabel 
Way mire at Renssalaer, Ind.; Beatrice 
Sprague, Corning, N. Y.; Alice Odelle 
Smith, New Castle, Ind.; Mildred At­
kinson, in the high school at Converse, 
Ind.; Emma Michel, Goldsmith, Ind. 
A son, Jack Richard, was born to 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Weaver, Nov. 7, 
at Muskago, Oklahoma. Mrs. Weaver 
was Cleo Beekman, a graduate of the 
commercial department and a stenog­
rapher in Taylor 
Mr. Everett E. Worth, a student in 
Taylor about fifteen years ago, and 
wife and five children, were guests at 
the home of Dean and Mrs. Ayres. 
Mr. Worth is at present a teacher in 
the Wesleyan College, at Marion, Ind. 
Mr. Clarence Olson and family are 
in Skidmore, Missouri. Mr. Olsen is 
pastor of the Methodist church at 
that place. 
Parry Olson is employed in an ex-
office at Toledo, Ohio. 
Mfi< and firs. Leonard Lily (an­
nounce the birth of a daughter, Elea­
nor Kathryn, on November 3. They 
are living at 1620 W. Monroe street, 
Decatur, Ind. Mrs. Lily was Nola 
Snyder, a student in the college in the 
year 1916-1917. 
Nettie Slagg is attending the Val­
ley City Normal at Valley City, N. 
Dakota 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert W. Lewis are 
the parents of a boy, John Hyser, 
born October 27. Mr. Lewis for sev­
eral years has been a successful chi­
ropractor in Anderson, Ind. He is a 
member of the graduating class of 
1913. 
Mildred King, a former music stu­
dent, who has been employed in Mar­
ion the past year, left last week for 
Los Angeles, California, to spend the 
winter with his sister, Mrs. William 
Renaker. 
The Rev. Thurman Mott, '18, gave 
the opening devotional address in a 
LaGrange County Methodist conven­
tion held in the Methodist church at 
LaGrange, Ind., October 28th. 
Ida Weber is working in the Tech­
nique department of the medical 
building in the University of Mich­
igan, at Ann Arbor. 
Miss Orrel Allen is teaching school 
in Brookville, Ohio. 
Euola and Ruth Cortner are going 
to high school at their home, Rich-
mand, Ind. 
NELSON STUDIO 
"The Ground Floor Studio" 
WELCOMES YOU AT ITS 
NEW LOCATION 
223 W. Main St. Hartford City 
Office Phone 608 Res. Phone 365 
Dr. Amos W. Tindall 
Osteopath 
Graduate of the Original School 
of Osteophay at Kirksville, Mo. 
Chronic Diseases a Specialy. 
Masonic Temple, Hartford City. 
BIBLE STATISTICS. 
The following facts in regard to the 
common version of the Bible are said 
to have been compiled by a religious 
enthusiast who, as a result of several 
years' imprisonment, produced this 
astonishing monument of industry. 
The bible contains 66 books, 1,189 
chapters, 33,173 verses, 773,692 words 
and 3,586,489 letters. 
The word "and" occurs 46,227 
times. The word "Lord" 1,855 times; 
"reverend" is found but once, and 
"girl" but once. 
The shortest chapter is the 117th 
Psalm. The finest chapter to read is 
the 26th of Acts. The 19th chapter 
of 2 Kings and the 37th of Isaiah are 
alike. The ninth verse of the 8th 
chapter of Esther is the longest, and 
the shortest is the 35th verse of the 
11th chapter of John. 
"An angry man—a full kettle; the 
more he boils, the more he slops over." 
—Bill Osborne. 
DR. W. D. PLACE 
Dentist 
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA 
TUTTLE 
"SEZ" 
TUTTLE'S BIG CHRISTMAS 
SHOE SALE 
Now going on. Until Christ­
mas 10% discount will be given 
on all footwear (excepting Rub­
bers). Immense stock to select 
from. 
Tuttle Shoe Co. 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
COMPLETE LINE OF 
Hardware. Plumbing Supplies 
Sheet Metal Work and Auto Tires 
Hartford Hardware Co, 
Hartford City. Indiana 
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CHUCKLES 
Miss Polhemus, shopping in Marion 
"You say that those articles are 
two for a quarter? That would be 
thirteen cents for one. Guess I'll 
take the other." 
Day, while playing with his revol­
ver, fired two shots as George Fen-
stermacher passed' his window. 
George—"This has got to be stop­
ped. That was a narrow escape." 
Pugh—""He ought to be punished 
for making such a poor shot." 
Ruth Reynolds, after describing the 
scene of an awful wreck which she 
was in: "Guess the switch was open." 
Miss MahafEey—"Goodness! Won­
der if my switch is fast." 




"No, I'll take it mit me." 
All is not bliss that blisters. 
Miss Ellickson—"I left my 'Vicar 
of Wakefield' on the second flight of 




Agent at Taylor Un versity. 
Student Patronage Solicited. 
For SERVICE See Us. 
SERVICE HDW. CO. 
The first Hardware Store on 
your way down town. 
Upland Indiana 
We Feed The Town 
Special Orders Given Prompt 
Attention. 
Upland Baking Co. 
BEN BRADFORD 
QUALITY SHOE SHOP 
Upland - - Indiana 
Mr. Fenstermacher, in Senate—"I 
think that I am in a position to say 
something about these candidates." 
Pugh—"No, you're not. Stand up!" 
Miss Miles, regarding the with­
drawal of her name from list of nom­
inees—"I'm in favor of having my 
name changed." 
Chas. Shilling—"I'll do my best to 
help you." 
Pugh received a letter from Ira 
Roberts the other day. At the end 
of the letter Ira added this postscript: 
"P. S.—Is Helen Hall back at Taylor 
this year ? I have been thinking about 
her and wondering what she is do­
ing." 
T. U. He—"Goodbye dear!" 
T. U. She—"Absence makes the 
heart grow sweeter, you know." 
Okey Runner, after the chapel ser­
vice on last Thursday—"I know some­
thing that I would like to have my 
name attached to for the next fifty 
years." 
Collier—"What's her name?" 
1 This is just a little greeting but it I 
| carries a big f 
| "Thank You" 1 
| For your business during the past year | 
| MILLER LUMBER COMPANY | 
H Upland Ind. Phone 211 
Daughenbaugh—"Sewing on your 
own buttons! I thought that you 
were married." 
Weed—"Yes, I'm married but I 
have retained my independence." 
Rosebud—"I have a capital idea." 
Ullom—"Well, you can't use my 
capital." 
Davis—"Miriam, what was the text 
this morning?" 
May Rector—"Why it was the Res­
urrection." 
Davis—"Pardon me, Miriam, I 
didn't mean to ask you such a ques­
tion." 
Miriam—"That's all right, Martin, 
I realize that you did it in a hasty 
moment." 
With Most Sincere Wishes for 
your happiness this 
Christmas. 
The Pioneer Drug: Store 
Upland  Ind  
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TAYLOR UNIVERSITY 
Upland, Indiana 
The winter term opens December 29, 1920. You can yet enter and 
do two terms work this year. This is an excellent time to enter to do work 
preparatory to entering the Academy, or entering the College next Sep­
tember. The Bible Department is open to new students. If you have 
partially finished a Business Course, now is a good time to come in and 
do work in this department. There is still no better investment than de­
veloping mind and soul. Send for catalogue to Dr. George Evans, Busi­
ness Manager. 
